Geraldo, Heath and Loss for Blackpool season

PROVINCIAL PARS

THE Musical Maker is able exclusively to announce that a series of live band visits for resident seasons has again been

succeeded in a part of the Province in Blackpool for the

past year.

In his capacity as Musical Advisor to the Blackpool Tower Co., Palace and Winter Gardens, Geraldo announces that he will appear with the Orchestra for a

'Twenty-Five Weeks' season at the Winter Gardens. He will

appear in gay surroundings and will appear in the Palace and Winter Gardens.

DANNY WALTERS AUGMENTS AT BLACKPOOL

A THEATRE MANAGER at right hand, Danny Walters enters the list of Blackpool Orchestras for the coming season.

Danny Walters has started his career with the Blackpool Tower Co. Palace and Winter Gardens. He will appear with the Orchestra for a

'Eighteen Weeks' season at the Winter Gardens. He will appear in gay surroundings.

TREVOR BROOKES RE-BOOKED AT CHELtenHAM

A TREVOR BROOKES, the popular young tenor, who is appearing with the Orchestras for a

'Forty Five Weeks' season at the Cheltenham Empire, has been re-booked for the same venue for the coming season.

CHANGES - AND A BROADCAST - FOR RALPH TATE

A CHANGES - AND A BROADCAST - FOR RALPH TATE

Ralph Tate will now appear with the Cheltenham Empire Orchestra for a

'Fourty Weeks' season. He will appear in gay surroundings.

SCOTS NEWS

A 10th of the World's star drummers prefer Premier

IT'S A FACT. Premier Drum Sets are now used by ten of the world's leading drummers and tap dancers. Among them are Gene Krupa, Buddy Rich, Louie Bellson, Max Roach, and others.

Get ready for...

FESTIVAL OF ROSES

CATHEDRAL STRINGS

VIOLIN

CAROLINE SOLO STRINGS • CASINO

KERRY CONNELLY LTD. • LONDON, N.2

CAMPBELL CONNELLY LTD., LONDON, N.8

CAMPBELL CONNELLY LTD., LONDON, N.8

CAMPBELL CONNELLY LTD., LONDON, N.8

CAMPBELL CONNELLY LTD., LONDON, N.8

CAMPBELL CONNELLY LTD., LONDON, N.8

Best of All

French Can-Can Polka

Time on my Hands

Featured in the film "Look for the Silver Lining"

Burt Eastman
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Dutch tour to follow

The Ray Ellington Quartet have enjoyed a successful Scandinavian tour which has taken them from Sweden to Norway to Finland to Denmark and back again to Norway. The tour has been a great success and the Quartet have been received with tremendous enthusiasm by their fans.

Lucky Dip' gives Allen biggest-yet TV break

Batonleur Pat Allen, 'lucky dip' boy of television's dance programmes, got one of his biggest roles to date when, on April 12, he took part in an episode of the popular show 'Lucky Dip'.

Pat Reilly joins Ronnie Pleydell

Pat Reilly, one of the top dancers in the country, has joined Ronnie Pleydell's troupe. Pat is expected to be one of the stars of the show.

BBC musical plans upset by illness of Stanley Black

The BBC has been forced to delay the broadcast of the show 'Stanley Black's Variety Show' due to the illness of the show's manager, Stanley Black. Black is expected to make a full recovery.

Five new names in re-formed Loss Ork

After a successful reformation, the Loss Ork band has added five new members to its line-up. The new members include...
Musicianship alone is not enough for concert audiences

Sunday after Sunday
William conquers Southport!

ELLINGTON: jazz pioneer for 25 years

Battle of champions at Houldsworth Hall

Current Hit Parade

CHAPPELL'S BAND MUSIC SERVICE

Current Hit Parade

CHAPPELL

Beautiful, Lovable

Chappek & Co. Ltd., (Sept. B.),
Break for enchanted music

A meal of flame while he danced

Eight-pieces win at Chelmsford and Wimbledon Contests

Artistic—delightful Waller

—and out-of-tune Dizzy

Hitting the Nail On the Beat

The "pitch pipe" off pitch!

C'EST SI BON

Music! Music! Music!

Music! Music! Music!

The Love Popular Standard

SLEEP

MY BABY SLEEP

The "pitch pipe" off pitch!
CONTACT MEN HOLD FOURTH ANNUAL DINNER IN LONDON

Navarro rumba band opens at Orchid Room

GRANZO puts 'Jazz at Phil.' proposals to MU chiefs

JAVA BAND FOR JERSEY SUMMER

NEW FELDMAN GROUPS

FIDDLER DEE DEE

DON'T CRY JOE

BAUMO

THE COUNTRY'S REQUEST REQUEST WALTZ
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Mind if I talk on clarinet?

asks BILLY AMSTEL

You know, the clarinet is a neglected instrument. It still
sits in the cupboard at Andy's house. Andy is the kind of
man who would never look at a clarinet. This is a pity, in
my opinion. I think the clarinet is one of the most
understood and versatile of the modern instrument.

BRITISH BEST?

FIND THE BEST DRUMS AT

J. RENO & CO. LTD., 64, OXFORD ST., MANCHESTER, 1

The World's Finest RENO Drums weren't made BY ACCIDENT!

TEN YEARS RESEARCH went into their development. Over 100 patents were made
for this purpose. A lifetime's

moral, musical experience, expert engineering skill and

was only a recent achievement of all this at a princely

cost. We think that our instruments are worth a lifetime's

there will always be a place for the clarinet in music.

A mine of information says NORMAN STOTT

(reviewing Sharon Technicals)

The Collector's Corner

Edited by Max Jones and Sidney Truitt

ED. LANG (1904-1953)

A monthly reminder . . . . by Peter Tanner

Papa Cow Cow's boogie

Jazz Reviews by Max Jones

First record

Devil's stuff

Super-Zyn Available on HIRE PURCHASE

From Selmer Drum Shop

Where the Big Tenors Meet

DRUMMERS!

EQUIP YOURSELF NOW with the finest tuned and most durable drums in the world.

The Berkeley GUITAR

NEW FULL-TONED SMART INEXPENSIVE

Ask for Berkeley Catalogue

THE BERKELEY DRUM

BEFORE YOU BUY TO YOURSELF TO MAKE THIS COMPARISON!

OLD-STYLE DRUM

- Exposed Trumpet Bare make tuning

- Exposed Trumpet Bare make different Notes...

- Back iden David's new tone.

The World's Finest RENO Drums weren't made BY ACCIDENT!

There IS no comparison!

Catalogues now available from your local dealer, or from

J. RENO & CO. LTD., 64, OXFORD ST., MANCHESTER, 1
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WILLY PRICE TO RETURN TO NOTTINGHAM PALAIS

Rumours of a change at Nottingham Palais de Dance were started when Joe Thaxton and his band showed up at the Palais with the band that usually plays there for the Derby leader Willy Price and his band.

This was the third time the Palais has been a favourite - but this time the band has been signed for a longer period and the booking is a much bigger one than before.

The event will take place on Friday and Saturday.

LAURIEN DENIZ INJURED IN CAR CRASH

Working despite doctor's orders

Laurie Deniz, guitarist and member of the Joe Quartet, was involved in a serious car accident at St Albans on Saturday, and is now out of hospital after a week's stay.

He was taken to Aylsham Hospital on Sunday, and was operated on on Monday for a bullet wound in his right leg.

The accident happened when the car he was driving was hit by a car driven by a man who had not been wearing his seat belt.

ANNE SHELTON BOOKED FOR S.A. TOUR

A very well known artiste, Anne Shelton, has been booked for South Africa.

She will be appearing in various parts of the country, and will be singing her hit songs.

PAULROD'S "AFRICA" KEYBOARD

A new African style keyboard has been introduced by Paul Rod's African Music Group, and is causing a great deal of interest among music lovers.

The keyboard is designed to produce the authentic African sound, and is being used in various television and radio shows.

The keyboard is available in various sizes and colours, and is being sold at a reasonable price.

HARLEY'S "SECOND TO NONE" FOR ORCHESTRATIONS

A new orchestra, "Second to None", has been formed by Harley's, and is causing a great deal of interest among music lovers.

The orchestra is made up of some of the finest musicians in the country, and is being conducted by a well known conductor.

The orchestra will be appearing in various parts of the country, and is expected to cause a great deal of excitement.

GREAT AMERICAN COUNTRY JAZZ TOUR

A new American country jazz tour is being planned, and is expected to cause a great deal of excitement among music lovers.

The tour will be made up of some of the finest American country jazz musicians, and is expected to be a great success.

The tour will be appearing in various parts of the country, and is expected to cause a great deal of excitement.

THE FRENCH CAN-CAN POLKA

A new French can-can polka has been introduced, and is causing a great deal of interest among music lovers.

The polka is being played at various dances and clubs, and is expected to be a great success.

The polka is available in various sizes and colours, and is being sold at a reasonable price.

THE WINTSTONE "STAGECOACH" SETS OFF ON YEAR'S TOUR

A new Wintstone "Stagecoach" has been introduced, and is causing a great deal of interest among music lovers.

The coach is being used in various parts of the country, and is expected to cause a great deal of excitement.

The coach is available in various sizes and colours, and is being sold at a reasonable price.

THE OVER-NIGHT HIT

A new over-night hit is being introduced, and is causing a great deal of interest among music lovers.

The hit is being played at various dances and clubs, and is expected to be a great success.

The hit is available in various sizes and colours, and is being sold at a reasonable price.
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Round about Town with Len Conley

No. 4 - Selby's Restaurant

Johnny is on top step of British Jazz
by IVOR MAIRANTS

Mulligan's Magnolians blossom on Merseyside

The Great Miller Revival
U.S. News from Leonard Feather

He wants to put YOUR music on the AMERICAN radio
—and M.M. Hollywood Correspondent STUART ALLEN explains how you can help him.

Archer Street apathy

My Thanks to You

Climbing Steadily!

Cherry Stones

Jumping Over the Moon

Orchestras Now Ready

Have a Jug o' Wine

IT'S CATCHY... IT'S CRAZY... IT'S A NOVELTY... IT'S BRITISH! IT'S... I FEEL LIKE!
It's tough to break into Canadian music

Dennis Shirley

DANGER... TV at work!

Nonsense? No! "You're a TV show," my wife assures me. "You're a TV show!"

And I believe her. It's a fact, I'm a TV show!

The phone has been ringing. It seems I'm being asked to do something for television.

Originality

You know what I say. You know what I mean. And it only takes a minute to say it.

Touch of sanity

I tell you, it's a thin line between success and mediocrity. Every assignment I take, I know I'm taking a chance.

Most underrated

A man who's only been in the business for three years is the most underrated artist today. And he's at it again!

Hard on soloists

Just last week, I was called to create a new theme song for a popular TV show. It's got to be something different, something special.

How many bandleaders will take this trouble?

Radio Commentary by Maurice Burman

Society-style music for the oil-man's daughter

Sweet Reviews by Laurie Hanshaw

Slam gets about, Byas gets around—but Ventura gives up the game!
IS THIS THE LAST MUSICIANS’ BALL?

Feldman's Top Tunes

Fiddle Dee Dee
It's a great feeling
Give me a song with a beautiful melody
From Morton Marlo, written by Oh Boy's

Don't Cry Joe

Besson's Bargains!

Battle of St. Alban

The New Simulation from America

BAMBOO

The Country's Biggest Request Waltz

Down in the Glen

Marta

TRURO GAVOTTE

White Heather

(Carltonia)
Chord knowledge is a bop essential says Club 11 trumpet star LEON CALVERT

Try this Billy Amstell Dixieland Eight Bars Blues Tempo

Technical Page

Tensioning the side-drum head by MAX ABRAMS

Use that little finger by guitarist BERT WEDON

Your clarinet need not be temperamental observes BILL LEWISON

NFJO NOTEBOOK by Les Pervin

Who's WHERE

Bruton's Top Tenes

Double whisky & righteous spirit

Jazz Reviews by Sinclair Trull

More on Hayes by Brian Rust

Collectors' Corner

Editing by Max Jones and Sinclair Trull

Corner off to greet the Duke

Corner Forum

9 out of 10 of the World's star drummers prefer Premier

It tells you everything!

The Latin-American Way

EDMUNDO ROS

Vocaltone Reeds

"Golden Cine" Vocaltone reeds

FREE"
Summer name band bookings at Sunderland

Bill Gregson now MD at Burtonwood

Simon replacing Colborn at Cafe De Paris

Weir all set for big tour of provinces

LCC ruling 'extinguishes' music at the Mirabelle

Dave could write a sonnet...

Super hustle springs merry Macs surprise

Besson introduce

MELODY MAKER
Incorporating RHYTHM
Vol. 56, No. 971
April 15, 1959
EVERY FRIDAY - 4d.

SIMONE REPLACING COLBORN AT CAFE DE PARIS

Giving up Savoy for big-band leadership, Savo taking over

IMPORTANT West End Cafe De Paris is about to take over, bringing Simone from the Savoy. Slightly unknown, the singer who leaves the Savoy after a successful run of eighteen months, is about to arrive in the Cafe De Paris. She is a ten-piece big band, A solid band, and is expected to do a tremendous trade at the Cafe, where she opens on April 16th. Nick Davis, the manager of the Cafe De Paris, has very high hopes of Simone and her ensemble, which is very well established at the Savoy. Simone has a real singer's voice and has been touring Central Europe recently.

WEIR ALL SET FOR BIG TOUR OF PROVINCES

A number of important provincial dates will be confirmed shortly for the pianist, composer and vocalist, Weir. He is due to appear at the following provincial dates:

- Basingstoke, 15th April
- Exeter, 20th April
- Plymouth, 25th April
- Reading, 30th April

MELODY MAKER

CATHEDRAL STRINGS

COMPLETE SETS

Bassoon Recorder Flute
Clarinet Bass Clarinet
Oboe Bassoon Flute
Viola Bassoon Clarinet
Violin

MELODY MAKER

Summer name band bookings at Sunderland

Bill Gregson now MD at Burtonwood

SIMONE REPLACING COLBORN AT CAFE DE PARIS

Giving up Savoy for big-band leadership, Savo taking over

WEIR ALL SET FOR BIG TOUR OF PROVINCES

MELODY MAKER

HAROLD A. BROWN MUSIC PUBS. CO.

BRITISH JAZZ MUSIC STRINGS

CARLTON DRUMS

HILTON AIRS FROM TORSAIDE MANOR

SID PHILLIPS' DATES IN NORTH WEST

BELIEVED "ZEE" WILL BE AT"""
Kenton in Montreal: the most exciting musical event in many moons

On April 1, Stan Kenton took his 40-piece "Innovations in Modern Music, 1959" Orchestra to the Coliseum, Montreal, for two three-hour concerts. Here is a review of the second of these by the "A.M." Montreal correspondent, C. F. Proctor. 

Proctor HENRY F. PROCTOR

NFB JO NOTEBOOK

Syd Dean opens tour with first-rate show

Lyceum crowds welcome Harry Roy

MONTREAL MAYNARD

Duke is still tops with a stage show plus

A report on the first concerts of Ellington's European tour by MAX JONES

Britain's Top Tunes

I'LL NEVER SLIP AROUND AGAIN

The Shaggy Man Who Wasn't

CHICK SMITH

BRITAIN'S BIGGEST SELLER - THE "REGENT" TRUMPET with the 10-year guarantee!

REGENT TRUMPET

The Stars Turn on the Parlophone Records

HUMPHREY LYTTELTON

Careless Love Blues;
Come on and stamp, stamp, stamp.

Effective medleys

Stratospheric vein

Duke's new band is due in England next week to open a six-week tour in London. A report of the first concert was heard at the Royal Albert Hall. 

The Two Macs say

Look at these prices

Wright SHARPS" for tuba and instrument is available from your local supplier.
PETE RUGOLO REVIEWS THE NEW LEWIS DISC

'I am most impressed by what Vic and his boys are doing.'

The Pye LV20

TV . . . by 'SCANNER'

Wanted: fair shares for the three types of jazz by Maurice Burman

RADIO COMMENTARY

SWEET PEAS MUSIC

CONTEST FIXTURES

A NEW TYPE 'POP'

I Remember the Cornfields

CAPITOL SONGS INC.

AN AUTOMATIC MELODY MAKER

for only £15.1s. Od.

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.

Each Zildjian Cymbal is manufactured by ZILDJIAN.

Oui, Monsieur Desmond—c'est si bon!

ZILDJIAN CYMBALS

CAPITOL SONGS INC.

NEW WOPS!

MUNISING TOWEL MILL

CONTEST FIXTURES

A NEW TYPE 'POP'

I Remember the Cornfields

CAPITOL SONGS INC.

AN AUTOMATIC MELODY MAKER

for only £15.1s. Od.

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.

Each Zildjian Cymbal is manufactured by ZILDJIAN.

Oui, Monsieur Desmond—c'est si bon!

ZILDJIAN CYMBALS
Dance band promotion today spells 'presentation'

**Production**

Just 'putting on a band' is not enough, says London agent ALFRED PREAGER

**Co-operation**

Wide field

FIDDLING DEE DEE

IT'S A GREAT FEELING

GIVE ME ALWAYS WITH A BEAUTIFUL MELODY

FELDMANS TOP TUNES

DON'T CRY JOE

B. FELDMANS & CO., LTD., 156/7/8, Shadyside Ave., London, N.12

OUT OF A CLEAR BLUE SKY

KING WITH MARIO DONATO

SUNSET BOOZE

IF I EVER LOVE AGAIN (Quick-Step)

PICNIC ON THE SHOW (Quick-Step)

OPEN THE DOOR POLKA

WALTZING IN A DREAM (Yugoslav)

L. KASHER LTD., 124a, Darley Groves, M.12. DIV. 2003

SMITHS A FEU TUNE

RHYTHMIC CLARINET

KARL TAYOR

Number of times to Tunes

A FINE CLARINET

This new clarinet provided by... (Continued)

KARL TAYOR

SILVER CLARINET

This new clarinet provided by... (Continued)
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RHYTHMIC CLARINET
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We have found the answer...
claims Regent, Weymouth, bandleader JACK BARNES

I was very interested to read Alan Britton's comments on March 15th about music. A number of us have been trying to figure out what's going on in the world of jazz, and the comments were quite enlightening...

―but it misses the point

ALAN BRISTOW

Music is a very subjective art form, and it's important to remember that each listener's experience is unique. The best musicians understand this and strive to create music that can be appreciated in a variety of ways.

INCIDENTAL INTELLIGENCE
from bassist CHARLIE SHORT

I wonder how many people have really taken the time to study the techniques of playing the bass. It's a difficult instrument, and there are many nuances that go into mastering it.

SOUNDSPOOL

The importance of sound quality cannot be overstated. Whether it's in a recording studio or a live performance, the quality of sound can make or break a musical experience.

STRINGS

Vic Lalo

Misconstrued!

Jack Parnell

Jack Parnell's drumming style has had a significant influence on modern jazz. His rhythmic precision and swing are hallmarks of his playing.

PRACTICE

MAY JONES

There are many misconceptions about the practice habits of professional musicians. It's often assumed that they practice endlessly, but in reality, the balance between work and rest is crucial.

BRIDGE

With so many jazz musicians active today, it's important to remember that the art form is constantly evolving. Each generation brings new ideas and approaches to the music.

MEET THE STARS

Eric Delaney

Eric Delaney is a respected jazz vocalist known for his distinctive style. His work has been influential in shaping the direction of contemporary jazz.

Three of the Thirty Fine Selmer Models
Once Again Available

At last it is possible for amateur players to have now, right-handed tenor and Soprano saxophones with complete mouthpieces and mouthpiece cases. The clarinets are all of Selmer's own design and are made in three series. One series is for the professional player, with the other two series, one in Soprano and one in Clarinet, being designed for the amateur player. The fullline tenor and Soprano saxophones are only available in London, New York, and Chicago.

Talking and singing with piano

Jazz Reviews by Max Jones

CASTLE GARDENS PAVILION

Wanted for Castle Gardens Pavilion, Drury Lane, London, W.C.2

A dance orchestra of 10 to 15 pieces, including vocalists, to play engagements of 25 to 35 each. Inquire at usual address. Knowledgeable and experienced musicians are required. Apply to the usual address. Additional compensation for each engagement, including the necessary local transportation. Additional compensation in addition to the usual fee for each engagement, including the necessary local transportation. Additional compensation in addition to the usual fee for each engagement, including the necessary local transportation.

KITCHENS of LEEDS

All piano

Joe Crossman

MOUTHPIECES

Selmer 114-116, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Newly sung

Dallas
Bleak broadcasting future for Northern bands

FROM early May the broadcasting situation for dance bands in the North has been far from healthy. As far as Manchester and the surrounding districts are concerned, the situation is not different from that which has existed for the last few years. The number of dance bands continues to fall and the number of dance halls continues to decrease. The result is that the broadcasting situation for dance bands in the North is bleak.

George Birch signs new Norwich contract

NORWICH on Monday saw the signing of a new contract for George Birch, the well-known dancer. The contract is for a period of one year and it is understood that the terms of the contract are satisfactory to both parties.

Mackintosh Four to Air

MACKINTOSH Four to Air

CHANGES AT THE WEST END

JAZZ CLUB BALL

New Jazz Trio

Hartley's, second to none for orchestration

AMBASSADORS Sign Mitchell, 'Joseph' only

Drug Squad swoop on Club Eleven

BOP BACK AT WIMBLEDON

BOP BACK AT WIMBLEDON

Jack Parnell to wed

Don Carlos to leave Ciro's

New Empress Club policy brings in Terry, Grappelly

Ray (Top of the Poll) Ellington

Paul Harris for Palladium in June

Again buys Premier...
Evans Band's fine showing in 'Controversy in Jazz' concert

French fans refuse to bury their dead

Sentiment's the stuff to give the troops

Harkback to the 'good old days' of plugging

ALL FOOLS' DAY TO APRIL 13!

WOT! NO POP?

Graham's Afro-Cubists make promising debut

Old friends

Sure-fire

NAT TEMPLE

Ad libbing...

I'll never slip around again!

Lush fireworks!

Wot! No Bop?

Sid Phillips

When There's Love At Home

Sure-fire

I'm never slip around again!

ANHORE PREVIN

Old Tyma D'oeuvre

Ad libbing...

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD
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Allen's band is thrown away again

Dixieland: pure...and 'simple'!

TRISTANO—his technique is in every way superb

Compensation?

No pie!

Bright idea

JOIN THE Peter Maurice ORCH. CLUB

C'EST SI BON

DIDN'T WE

WHEN THE HEATHER GLEAMS LIKE STARBUST

Music! Music!

COME DANCE WITH ME

STAY AWAY FROM ME

TAKE BILLBOARD for TV

ERIC'S COACH COLLECTION ON TV

I still say that 'Jazz Club' is fair

Recipes for 'Sunshine Cake'

TRISTANO—20 years ahead of the boppers
ON THE BEAT
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CAPITOL TIMING

Just once

...and a full story of this was
played in the press gallery
at a meeting of the British
record industry. The occa-
sion was the first meeting
of the new Institute of Arti-
sitcal Music and Theatre.

...which is the reason why
we re-

Feldman's

FIDDLE DEE DEE
IT'S A GREAT FEELING
GIVE ME A SONG WITH
A BEAUTIFUL MELODY
DON'T CRY JOE

FOR YOUR
OLDIES-TYPE

EASTERN PARADISE IN VENICE
S.A. H.K. The 101727
THE HISS IN THE EYES
MOM'S SABRO *
SHASTOCK

THE NEW SENSATION FROM AMERICA

BAMBOO

ACKNOWLEDGED BY
VAUGHN MORRIS, JIMI BROWN, RAY ANTHONY, ERIC CARY, BILL JOHNSON, "SABRO" BAND, "SABRO"故障 (Konservat 4424)

I KNOW IT NOW - YOU'RE MY THRILL
COME HITHER WITH YOUR ZITHER
KEITH PROMISE & CO. LTD. 9,000 0,800 8,000

BATTING AT EMPRESS HALL

Mantovani appointed MD
of new Noel Coward show
A 3% of the largest companies of Mr. Coward's shows is
expected to be the new Noel Coward show, which is
about to open at the Drury Lane Theatre. The show
is expected to last about 12 weeks.

Dennis Hall remaining with
Oscar Rabin Band

SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE:"RITZ"

Stars gather to launch Rex Music

SAX CHANGES AT THE ANGLIS

JOE TELL: a father

'THE COOL MUSIC' SPOT CHANGES ITS NAME

Slim Wilson forms piano 3 and 4

KIRKIN stays on

London Phil. to play for MABK fund

WEDDING BELLE

FRANCIS JAY & BROUGHTON LTD.

FRANK JAY & BROUGHTON LTD.

THE OLD MASTER PAINTER

JOHNSON RAG

ORCHESTRAL EXECUTIVE:
24 MEMBERS: TWO WRENS

ORCHESTRAL ELECTRONIC SUBSCRIPTION: 24 MEMBERS
TWO WRENS

MADMOISSELLE HORTENSIA

THE NEW SENSATION FROM AMERICA
How the aspiring singer breaks into the profession

Dixieland—can it really be arranged for a band?

A NEW TYPE "POP"

I Remember the Cornfields

Collectors' Corner

FOR THE NEW COLLECTOR

No. 5—THE WOLVERINES

BACK TO RAGTIME

NFJO NOTEBOOK

Selmer BONELECTRIC

WILCOX COLUMN

FILLING-IN

NFJO NOTEBOOK

I Remember the Cornfields

A NEW TYPE "POP"
BIG JAZZ CONCERT SERIES FOR NEW BRIGHTON TOWER

AL WASHBROKE'S THIRD YEAR AT NOTTINGHAM

SHERRY'S JUICE

DAN SMITH CONTRACTED

NAME BANDS IN THE PROVINCES

FARMER'S CARLTON BAY SEASON

HARRY GOULD TO OPEN NEW SUNDAY SERIES

PARIS DIARY

SARTELL TAKES OVER GIBBONS' SAVOY ORK

BASKETBALL AT GREEN'S

JIMMY WATSON COLLAPSES

DONNY VAUGHAN GOES HOME

SPIRE BURRETT JOINS FELIX KING

All texts extracted from the image.
Round the Town with Len Conley

Meticulously planned, but rarely did it glow
Benny Goodman's Carnegie Hall concert reviewed by

Who will escape this stigma?
by Tito Burns

Who carries a torch for jazz and racial freedoms
Mike Nevard interviews the man behind 'JATP'

Manchester Jazz Club's Revivalist Meeting

Academy 403
B. Tenor Slide Trombone

Beautiful Lovable!

Arcadia Music

EMI Ribbon Microphones

E.M.I. Sales & Service Ltd.
Remember: youth looks to you for inspiration

Radio Commentary by Maurice Burman

One day recently, Miss Stacey brought a record into our office. It was a twenty-eight minute disc called 'Jazz and Myself'. We are not at all unexposed to music, but we were all rather startled to hear an 'old time' record like this. There was no trouble in the record, but the timing of it was a bit out of kilter. We listened to it in the office, but it didn't make much impression on us. We were all rather startled to hear a record like this.

The place of records in TV

TV... by "Scaner"

Excitation

Footnote by Badley

SEE HOW THEY AIRED

An analysis of air-times allotted to dance bands during one year on the BBC's Light and London Home Services.

Bill Badley

Big-band win at Cambridge

BETRAYED

Music! Music! Music!

COME DANCE WITH ME (Muss)

HOP SCOTCH POLKA

Capitol Songs Inc. the "best in small band "BOP"

Robbin's Nest

MANTOLO

YARDLARDY SUITE

House the MOOCH

Confirmation

Yra Coland

Music for bands of $5.00

The Nellie Lutcher Songs

Hurry on Down He's My Man

The PIG LATIN SONG

HOB ART DECO

The Ear Popular Standard

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE

Keith Pro Arte & Co. Ltd.

Keith Pro Arte & Co. Ltd.

The Great Donald Perry Hit

Out of a Clear Blue Sky

with PAULINE O'BRIEN

⏮️ PAULINE O'BRIEN

REMEMBER TO BOOK

IF I EVER LOVE AGAIN

with JAMES RAY

PAULINE O'BRIEN

OPEN THE DOOR POLKA

WALTZING IN A DREAM

with PAULINE O'BRIEN

PAULINE O'BRIEN

She's My Woman

DONALD PERRY

The Great Donald Perry Hit

Out of a Clear Blue Sky

with PAULINE O'BRIEN

REMEMBER TO BOOK

IF I EVER LOVE AGAIN

with JAMES RAY

PAULINE O'BRIEN

OPEN THE DOOR POLKA

WALTZING IN A DREAM

with PAULINE O'BRIEN

PAULINE O'BRIEN

She's My Woman

DONALD PERRY
ON THE BEAT
PAGES FROM THE NOTEBOOKS OF 'MELODY MAKER' REPORTERS

Sharp talker
They will be doing the reviewing at the British boxing match. Mr. Armand D. Sherry, head of the Cinema Publishing Co., New York, junior executive of the American Film Co., and Mr. George H. Reynolds, editor of the New York Times, will be among the experts. They will be discussing the fight between Joe Louis and Max Schmeling in Buenos Aires.

Robbie's discovery
The new star, Robbie's discovery, is quite a find. He has been engaged to appear in the American film industry. He will make his debut in a picture to be produced by the American Film Co. The picture will be called 'The Man Who Could Read Minds.'

ROBBIE'S QUADS

DRUGS

Scientific assist
A scientific assistant has been appointed to work with Dr. Robert S. Rusk, consultant in physiology at the University of California. The assistant, Dr. Robert S. Rusk, is a graduate of the University of California and has been working with Dr. Rusk on the development of a new type of drug for the treatment of mental illness.

Private session
A private session was held at the American Film Co. studio. The session was attended by the executive of the company and the director of the film. The session was to discuss the final cut of the film and the final touches to be added to the film. The session was attended by the executive of the company and the director of the film. The session was to discuss the final cut of the film and the final touches to be added to the film.
Arrangers are born—and then made

Why so much Chinese? asks HUGH HINSHELWOOD

What equal tone depends on by BILLY AMSTELL

PARIS SAXOPHONE QUARTET
broadcasting with their
Selmer instruments

Who's Where
(Next concert May 1)

Technical Page

Collectors' Corner
Edited by Max Jones and Sinclair Trell

20 years of Muggsy

NFJO Notebook
by Les Pervin

OH, DIDN'T THEY RAMBLE
A monthly reminder by Peter Tanner

New Releases

DIEVANCA
TENOR VIOLIN

PUBLICITY OFFICE BOLERO
for Louis Armstrong

Jazz Reviews by Max Jones

SAX CORRESPONDENCE

DORIS MANSFIELD

AUSTRALIAN NEWS

BILLY CLEAR

NYONE'S ANGEL

FATHER TIME HUGGINS

STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART

OH, WHEN THE DAY IS DONE

ROBERT J. ADAMS

GOOD EARTH DISCS HERE

DORIS MANSFIELD

THE MELODY MAKER AND MUSICIAN
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The MELODY MAKER and MUSICIAN is the weekly magazine of the music industry. It covers news and reviews of the latest music releases, interviews with musicians, and other industry-related content. The issues are filled with articles about new releases, reviews of upcoming shows, and stories about the lives of musicians. The magazine is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the world of music.
ARThUR WILLS OPENS AT COVENTRY:
ROWE MOVES TO CHESTER
AL POWELL FOR Llunduno

THE departure of George Rowe and his music from the Niazzo Club, Coventry, has had repercussions as far afar as the North-West. This Friday (18th) George Rowe will open at the Al Powell Club, Coventry, where he will be replaced from the 26th for the Arthur Wills, original of the Niazzo Club.

BOWLING AT THE BRITISH CLUB, MANCHESTER
The new British Club at Manchester, which was opened by Mr. John D. Mayne, is drawing a large audience. The club has been in existence for only a short time, but is already proving a great success. The bowling is particularly popular, and the club has attracted many new members.

VOCAL STAR
JOYCE CARROLL
Graduating from the school of Bill Whitelocke, Joyce Carroll has been chosen to represent the North-West at the National Vocal Star Contest, to be held in London next month.

NEW PROMISES FOR CLERMILLARD
At a recent meeting of the Clerm Millard club, it was decided to form a new promising orchestra, consisting of prominent musicians from the area. The orchestra will be led by Edward Millard, the well-known conductor, and will provide a new and exciting sound for the club's entertainment.

BAND REBUILDING
The band of George Rowe, which was disbanded last year, has been reorganized and will resume its activities soon. The band will feature new arrangements and a fresh style of music.

MUSIC EXCHANGE
PORTLAND ST., MANCHESTER
FOR ALL ORCHESTRATIONS
OLD SYM & COMMERCIAL MUSICAL COMEDY SELECTIONS, ETC., ETC.
Send for List of BE-BOP, OLD SYM & POPULARS
We Stock ALL ORCHESTRATIONS AND INSTRUMENTAL SOLOS

PHILIPPY, PERRY & CO
PROVINCIAL PARS
IN TOWN TONIGHT Manchester, the leading operatic tenor, will be heard at the Grand Theatre, Manchester, for the first time in London. The performance will be in the role of Don Alfonso in the opera "Cosi Fan Tutte." The audience is expected to be large.

MAURITIUS BARRIE has been appointed to the position of Director of Music at the Royal Opera House, Coventry. He replaces Sir Henry Wood, who recently resigned.

JENNY DORSET has left the Penny Pincher and is now playing the role of Miss Brindley in "The Silver Box" at the Palace Theatre, Birmingham. She has been a member of the company for the past three years.

PENELOPE BLAIR, who has been travelling extensively in the East, has returned to London. She is expected to appear in a new production of "The Taming of the Shrew."

HARRY PORK, noted Manchester pianist, is in the United States on a solo tour. He is scheduled to perform in New York and Boston.

CONGRATULATIONS to Jack Sasso and Janet Plate, who were married recently.

JACK JARDINE

GEMS OF JAZZ
Album 12" 65 c. for Peps, £1.50
CONTENTS:
1. When the Moon Comes Out
2. The One You Love
3. Blues in the Night
4. Joe's Blues
5. The Old Man
6. The Gypsy in the Jazz Band
7. A Swingin' Joint
8. Who Will Buy
9. The Hidden Key
10. The Square Dance

"JELLY ROLL" MORTON'S
PIANO ARRANGEMENTS
From all music dealers or direct from us.
3, 4, MUNICIPAL BLDG., LONDON, W.8

CAMPBELL CONNELLY 1st.
93, BURLINGTON ST.
LONDON, W.1
(I CAN-CAN AND YOU CAN-CAN)
THE FRENCH CAN-CAN POLKA
BEST OF ALL
A Great Arrangement by BERNIE FENTON OF TIME ON MY HANDS

MELODY MAKER INCORPORATED ENGLAND
NATIONAL ADVERTISING OFFICES: JERSEY, 115, NEWPORT ROAD, CHELTENHAM. Telephone: TITAN 2650.
MELODY MAKER INCORPORATED, LIMITED, 93, BURLINGTON ST., LONDON, W.1. PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN AND PUBLISHED BY OWEN & LEONARD LTD., LAMPART, W.C. 2.

The French Can-Can Polka Best of All

Printed in Great Britain and Published by Owen & Leonard Ltd., Lampart, W.C. 2. Further at Agents' offices. Ireland; Canada and Abroad, in.

The Name that means everything to Drummers everywhere in the world!

MELODY MAKER - THE GENUINE TURKISH CYMBALS available in sizes at all dealers.

Genuine Turkish Cymbals, desired at whole prices, are available at all dealers.

If your dealer is out of stock, ask him to get one for you to try.

Bows & Dancers LTD.
393, WIGSTON STREET, LONDON, W.1.
John E. DALLAS & SONS
DALLAS BUILDING, CLIFF STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Name bands for G.I.s

ARThUR WILLS OPENS AT COVENTRY:
ROWE MOVES TO CHESTER
AL POWELL FOR Llunduno

THANKS TO THE MUSICAL TIMES, EDITIONS DODGE & SAWYERS LTD., 393, WIGSTON STREET, LONDON, W.1.
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